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When the abbot and monks of Solesmes were forced to leave France
in 1903, they found a home in the Isle of Wight, and their new monastery
has been built on land formerly owned by the Cistercian house of Quarr.
The Abbof s Commmtaxre sur la Rigle de Saint BenoU (Paris: Plon, 1913)
is primarily a spiritual discourse written for all who belong to the family
of St. Benedict. The abbot had no choice but to print the commonplace
version of the rule, known as the Textus Keceptus, which had been formed
by the ninth century or even earlier, and is in use in the Benedictine
congregation of France of which Solesmes has been the mother-house since
1837. However, he is fully acquainted with the researches of Dr. Traube
and Dr. Plenkers and with the modern texts issued by Dom Schmidt,
Dom Morin, and Dom Butler. He has studied the sources of the rule,
later customaries, and the long series of commentaries beginning with
that of Paul the Deacon. In this present commentary he has included the
results of his researches with very full references, and these are a valuable
contribution to the historical interpretation of the rule. TTia exposition
of the chapters concerning the order of divine service is of special interest.

R. G.

The student of medieval history to whom a detailed knowledge of the
Viking age is not essential, but for whom some idea of its general out-
lines might be useful, may with advantage take up Professor A. Mawer's
short account of the subject in TJie Vikings (Cambridge Manuals, no. 60.
Cambridge-: University Press, 1913). The chief results of the studies
which historians and antiquaries have made of this period are here sum-
marized in a clear and interesting manner, and both the causes and results
of the movement are plainly set forth. It is perhaps natural that the
British Islands should occupy the foremost place in Professor Mawer's
work, but the doings of the Vikings in other parts of Europe axe not
overlooked, and the wide range of their activities is clearly recognized.
The treatment of Old Norse names is not quite uniform throughout, and
some small points would bear revision, but as a concise presentation of
the subject the little book may be used with confidence, and the biblio-
graphy at the end will direct the seeker after further knowledge.

W. A. C.

Dr. Walther Gerlach's pamphlet on Die Entstekungszeit ier Stadt-
befestigvngen in DeuttcMand (Leipsiger Historische Abhandlungen, no. 34.
Leipzig: Quelle & Meyer, 1913) undertakes to upset the well-known
theory of Siegfried Rietechel, who, like Mr. Round and Mrs. Armitage in
England, dated the first post-Roman town fortifications in Germany as
late as the high tide of feudalism, i. e. the eleventh and twelfth centuries.
The transition from open dwelKngin Germany (and even more so in France),
both to single castles held by military garrisons and to fortified centres of
civic life, is by a careful analysis of the sources and plans of towns carried
back as fax as to the time of the Norman and Hungarian invasions of the
empire. Particularly, the forced restriction given by Rietschel to the term
civitas before the middle of the twelfth century is shown to be unfounded:
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